
Publishing your research: 

hints and tips



Each year

•3 million articles submitted

•1.5 million articles published

•30 million readers

•2 billion digital article downloads

•30 million article citations

Source: Knowledge Networks and Nations:
Royal Society 2011
http://royalsociety.org/uploadedFiles/Royal_Society_Content/In
fluencing_Policy/Reports/2011-03-28-Knowledge-networks-
nations.pdf



Why do people publish

•First peer-reviewed  journal founded in 1665 by Royal Society

•Journal publishing has evolved dramatically since, but its core 
functions remain:

Registration of new research findings
Quality assurance through peer review
Dissemination globally
Archiving in perpetuity



You should consider publishing if you have information 

that advances understanding in a specific research field

Are you ready to publish?

This could be in the form of:

• Presenting new, original results or methods

• Rationalizing, refining, or reinterpreting published results

• Reviewing or summarizing a particular subject or field

If you are ready to publish, a strong

manuscript is what is needed next



What Makes A Strong Manuscript?

Clear & useful 
message

A logical manner

Readers grasp 
the research
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Types Of Manuscripts

Full articles

Letters or short 
communications

Review papers
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Choosing the right journal

– Look at your references – these will help you narrow your 

choices. 

– Review recent publications in each candidate journal. 

Find out the hot topics, the accepted types of articles, etc. 

– Find out journal specifics:

• Is the journal peer-reviewed?

• Who is this journal’s audience?

• What is the average time to publication?

• What is the journal’s Impact Factor?

• Kind of publication (OA/subscription)

– Decide on one journal. DO NOT submit to multiple journals

– Consider journals’ Guides/Instructions for Authors



A ratio between citations and recent citable items published in a journal; 

the average number of citations received per published article.

Citations to non-source items (editorials, letters, news 

items, book reviews, abstracts, etc) may inflate the IF

Only source items 

(‘articles’ and ‘reviews’)

To all items 

(regardless of type)

Year -2 Year -1 Citing year
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"There is no form of 
prose more difficult to understand and 
more tedious to read than the average 

scientific paper." 

Francis Crick, 1994



Preparations before you start 
– Read the Guide for Authors

• You can find the Guide for Authors on the journal homepage

• Stick to the Guide for Authors in your manuscript, even in the 
first draft (text layout, nomenclature, figures & tables, 
references etc.). In the end it will save you time, and also the 
editor’s. 

• Editors (and reviewers) do not like wasting time on poorly 
prepared manuscripts. 



Constructing your article
- General structure of a research article

• Title
• Abstract
• Keywords

• Main text (IMRAD)
– Introduction
– Methods
– Results
– And 
– Discussions

• Conclusions
• Acknowledgements
• References
• Supplementary Data

Journal space is not 

unlimited.

Make your article as 

concise as possible. 

Make them easy for 

indexing and searching! 

(informative, attractive, 

effective)

The progression of the thematic 
scope of a paper:

general  specific general

However, we often write in the 
following order:

– Figures and tables

– Methods, Results and 
Discussion

– Conclusions and Introduction

– Abstract and title



- Title

Fewest possible 
words 

Adequately 
describes 
content

Identifies main 
issue

Does not use 
rarely-used 

abbreviations



Original Title Revised Remarks

Preliminary 

observations on the 

effect of Zn element 

on anticorrosion of 

zinc plating layer

Effect of Zn on 

anticorrosion of zinc 

plating layer

Long title distracts readers. 

Remove all redundancies such as 

“observations on”, “the nature of”, etc. 

Action of antibiotics 

on bacteria

Inhibition of growth 

of mycobacterium 

tuberculosis by 

streptomycin

Titles should be specific. 

Think to yourself: “How will I search for this 

piece of information?” when you design the 

title. 

Fabrication of 

carbon/CdS coaxial 

nanofibers displaying 

optical and electrical 

properties via 

electrospinning

carbon

Electrospinning of 

carbon/CdS coaxial 

nanofibers with 

optical and electrical 

properties

“English needs help. The title is nonsense.  All 

materials have properties of all varieties.  You 

could examine my hair for its electrical and 

optical properties!  You MUST be specific.  I 

haven’t read the paper but I suspect there is 

something special about these properties, 

otherwise why would you be reporting them?” 

– the Editor-in-chief

- Title – some examples



A clear abstract will strongly influence whether 

or not your work is further considered...

– Brief - one paragraph

– Advertisement of your article (freely 

available through A&I)

– Easy to understand (without reading the whole 

article)

– Must be accurate and specific!

– Say what has been done and what were the 

main findings

- Abstract
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Used by indexing and abstracting services

• Labels/tags

• Use only established abbreviations (e.g. DNA) 

• Check the ‘Guide for Authors’

Article Title Keywords

“Silo music and silo quake: granular 

flow-induced vibration”

Silo music, Silo quake, stick-slip 

flow, resonance, creep, granular 

discharge

“An experimental study on evacuated 

tube solar collector using supercritical 

CO2”

Solar collector; Supercritical CO2; 

Solar energy; Solar thermal 

utilization 

- Keywords
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Provide context to convince readers that you 

clearly know why your work is useful

• Be brief 

• Clearly address the following: 

– What is the problem? 

– Are there any existing solutions? 

– Which solution is the best? 

– What is its main limitation? 

– What do you hope to achieve?

• Try to be consistent with the nature of the journal

- Introduction
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Describe how the problem was studied

• Include detailed information

• Do not describe previously published procedures

• Identify the equipment and describe materials used

- Methods

Source: Yasui et al, 2012. 
Icarus 221,646-657



• Tell a clear and easy-to-understand story. 

• Include:

– Main findings 

– Results of the statistical analysis

– Present only results that are essential to the 

discussion

- Results – what have you found?



– Graphs: un-crowded plots; restrict data sets (symbols to 
distinguish); well-selected scales; axis labels; label size. 

– Tables: succinct.

– Photos: scale marker. 

– Use colour ONLY when necessary e.g. if different line 
styles can clarify the meaning, use this instead of colour. 
Figure should be visible and distinguishable when 
printed out in black & white. 

– Do NOT ‘selectively adjust’ any image to enhance

visualization of results.

- Results – figures and tables



Requires a Figure or Table!

Taken from: C. Dant – Writing the biomedical manuscript. Found at 
http://www.dhslides.org/general/grant090209/ 



Does NOT Require a Table

Growth medium aeration was essential for the growth of 

S. coelicolor. At room temperature (24°C) in stationary 

cultures, bacterial growth was not measurable, whereas 

in aerated cultures, substantial growth was evident (78 

Klett units).

Taken from: C. Dant – Writing the biomedical manuscript. Found at 
http://www.dhslides.org/general/grant090209/ 
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What the results mean

• Most important section

• Make the Discussion correspond to the Results

• You need to compare published results with yours

- Discussion
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How the work advances the field from the 

present state of knowledge

• Should be clear

• Justify your work in the research field 

• Suggest future experiments

- Conclusion
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• Do not use too many references

• Always ensure you have fully absorbed material you are 
referencing and do not just rely on checking excerpts or 
isolated sentences 

• Avoid excessive self-citations

• Avoid excessive citations of publications from the same 
region 

• Conform strictly to the style given in the Guide for Authors

Cite the main scientific publications on which 

your work is based

- References
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Ensures those who helped in the research are 
recognised

Include individuals who have assisted with your study, 
including:

• Advisors

• Financial supporters

• Proofreaders

• Suppliers who may have given materials

- Acknowledgements
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• Not the same for all journals, even in the same field

• “…25- 30 pages is the typical length for a submitted manuscript, including 
ESSENTIAL data only.”

– Title page
– Abstract 1 paragraph
– Introduction 1.5-2 manuscript pages (double-spaced, 12pt)
– Methods 2-4 manuscript pages
– Results and Discussion 10-12 manuscript pages
– Conclusions 1-2 manuscript pages
– Figures 6-8
– Tables 1-3
– References 20-50

• Letters or short communications have a stricter size limitation
– e.g. 3,000 words and no more than 5 figures/tables

- What is a typical paper?



Special attention

- Authorship 

General principles for who is listed first

• First Author
 Conducts and/or supervises the data generation and analysis and the 

proper presentation and interpretation of the results
 Puts paper together and submits the paper to journal

• Any other author
 Makes intellectual contributions to the data analysis and contributes to 

data interpretation
 Reviews each paper draft
 Must be able to present the results, defend the implications and discuss 

study limitations

Avoid

• Ghost Authorship

– leaving out authors who should be included

• Gift Authorship

– including authors who did not contribute significantly



- Conflicts of interest 

• Conflicts of interest can take many forms:

– Direct financial

• Employment, stock ownership, grants, patents

– Indirect financial 

• Honoraria, consultancies, mutual fund ownership, expert testimony

– Career & intellectual

• Promotion, direct rival

– Institutional

– Personal belief

• The proper way to handle potential conflicts of interest is through transparency and 

disclosure

• At the journal level, this means disclosure of the potential conflict in your cover letter to 

the journal editor



Language does make a difference

• It is quite depressive to think that we are 
spending millions in grants for people to 
perform experiments, produce new 
knowledge, hide this knowledge in a often 
badly written text and then spend some more 
millions trying to second guess what the 
authors really did and found.

Amos Bairoch Nature Precedings 
doi:10.1038/npre.2009.3092.1



Language
- Why is language important?

Save your editor and reviewers the 
trouble of guessing what you mean

Complaint from an editor: 

“[This] paper fell well below my threshold. I refuse to spend time 

trying to understand what the author is trying to say. Besides, I 

really want to send a message that they can't submit garbage to us 

and expect us to fix it. My rule of thumb is that if there are more 

than 6 grammatical errors in the abstract, then I don't waste my 

time carefully reading the rest.”



- Do publishers correct language?

• No. It is the author’s responsibility to make sure 
his paper is in its best possible form when 
submitted for publication

• However: 
– Publishers often provide resources for authors who 

are less familiar with the conventions of international 
journals. Please check your publishers’ author 
website for more information. 

– Some publishers may perform technical screening 
prior to peer review.



Manuscript Language – Sentences

• Write direct and short sentences

• One idea or piece of information per sentence is 
sufficient

• Avoid multiple statements in one sentenceA possible modification:
“It was expected that the intravenous administration via emulsion would have a 

higher retention concentration.  However, the experimental results suggest 

otherwise. The SLN entered the tumor blood vessel more easily than the emulsion.  

This may be due to the smaller aperture of the SLN (46 nm) compared with the 

aperture of the emulsion (65 nm).”

An example of what NOT to do:
“If it is the case, intravenous administration should result in that emulsion has 

higher intravenous administration retention concentration, but which is not in 

accordance with the result, and therefore the more rational interpretation should 

be that SLN with mean diameter of 46nm is greatly different from emulsion with 

mean diameter of 65 nm in entering tumor, namely, it is probably difficult for 

emulsion to enter and exit from tumor blood vessel as freely as SLN, which may 

be caused by the fact that the tumor blood vessel aperture is smaller.”
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Submission
- Final checks

• Revise before submission

• Vet the manuscript as thoroughly as possible 

before submission

• Ask colleagues and supervisors to review your 

manuscript
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• Submitted along with your manuscript

• Mention what would make your manuscript 

special to the journal

• Note special requirements (reviewers, conflicts 

of interest)

Your chance to speak to the editor directly
Final approval from all 

authors

Explanation of importance 

of research

Suggested reviewers

- Covering letter



The review process



from Nearing-Zero by Nick D. Kim

http://www.lab-initio.com/index.html
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Demystifying the ‘black hole’

Submit a 

paper

Basic requirements met?

REJECT

Assign 

reviewers

Collect reviewers’ 

recommendations

Make a 

decision
Revise the 

paper

[Reject]

[Revision required]

[Accept]

[Yes]

[No]
Review and give 

recommendation

START

ACCEPT

Author Editor Reviewer

Michael Derntl. Basics of Research Paper Writing and 

Publishing. 

http://www.pri.univie.ac.at/~derntl/papers/meth-se.pdf

http://www.pri.univie.ac.at/~derntl/papers/meth-se.pdf


Single Blind

Double Blind

Open Peer Review
(Reviewer known to author only)

Open Peer Review
(Reviewer name next to article)

Open Peer Review
(Reviewer report posted but NO name)

Open Peer Review
(Reviewer’s name and report posted)

Post-publication assessment 
(Peer reviewed before publication)

Post-publication assessment 
(No peer review before publication)
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Types of review
REVIEW ON A JOURNAL

Less likely More likely

SUBMIT  TO A JOURNAL

Less likely More likely
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- Open peer review example 
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What do reviewers look for?

• Importance and clarity of 

research hypothesis

• Originality of work

• Delineation of strengths and 

weaknesses of methodology, 

experimental / statistical 

approach, interpretation of 

results

“ Technical” Quality

“ 
N

o
v
e
lt
y

”

• Writing style and figure / table presentation

• Ethics concerns (animal / human)
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Example Reviewer Checklist

Confidential checklist meant for editor’s eyes only

Yes No

On a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (outstanding), how do you rate

• New knowledge in pharmaceutics

• Experimental design

• Evaluation of data

• Discussion of results

• Clarity of presentation

Confidential comments to the editor: [free text]

The article should be

Is the article within the scope of the journal?

Would the article be more appropriately published in a specialist journal?

Can the article be condensed?

• If so, where: Figures          Figure legends          Tables          Text

Is the language acceptable?

Are there portions of the manuscripts which require further clarification?

• If so, where? ________________

Poor Outstanding

1 2 3 4 5

Accepted without change Accepted after minor revision Accepted after condensation Reconsidered after major revision Rejected



Reviewers/Editors comments

•The purpose of peer review is to critically evaluate  your work and 
sometimes it will be just that – critical of your work

•Cut and paste each comment by the reviewer. Answer it directly 
below. Do not miss any point.

•State specifically what changes (if any) you have made to the 
manuscript. Give page and line number.

A typical problem – Discussion is provided but it is not clear 
what changes have been made. 

•Provide a scientific response to the comment you accept; or a 
convincing, solid and polite rebuttal to the point you think the 
reviewer is wrong. 

•Write in a way that your responses can be given to the reviewer –
be collegial



Reviewers/Editors comments

•The purpose of peer review is to critically evaluate  your work and 
sometimes it will be just that – critical of your work

•Cut and paste each comment by the reviewer. Answer it directly 
below. Do not miss any point.

•State specifically what changes (if any) you have made to the 
manuscript. Give page and line number.

A typical problem – Discussion is provided but it is not clear 
what changes have been made. 

•Provide a scientific response to the comment you accept; or a 
convincing, solid and polite rebuttal to the point you think the 
reviewer is wrong. 

•Write in a way that your responses can be given to the reviewer –
be collegial



57 articles evaluated to Emergency Medicine—28 accepted, 29 rejected
Of these 29:

Ambiguous methods 77%
Ambiguous results 70%
Conclusions not warranted by data 72%
Poor referencing 56%
Inadequate study design description 51%
Unclear tables 49%
Overly long discussion 49% 
Inadequate definition of terms 49%

“Deficiencies in manuscript preparation  are more frequent than mistakes in 
study design and execution. Specific training…in manuscript preparation is 
recommended.”

Taylor and Brown, Emergency Medicine 13(4):444-50, 2001

Taken from: C. Dant – Writing the biomedical manuscript. Found at 
http://www.dhslides.org/general/grant090209/ 



Ethical Issues
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“Copy from one, it's plagiarism; copy from two, it's research”  
Wilson Mizner 1876-1933 Playwright

“One journal reported rejecting 23% of accepted submissions after checking for 
plagarism” 

Nature 466, 167 (2010) online July 5th

Elsevier deals with over 400 suspected ethics cases per year
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What is unethical behaviour?

 Fabrication of data or cases

 Wilful falsification of data

 Plagiarism

 No ethics approval

 Not admitting missing data

 Ignoring outliers

 No data on side effects

 Gift authorship

 Redundant publication

 Inadequate literature search

 Fabrication of data or cases

 Wilful falsification of data

 Plagiarism

 No ethics approval

 Not admitting missing data

 Ignoring outliers

 No data on side effects

 Gift authorship

 Redundant publication

 Inadequate literature search

FFP

QRP

QRP= Questionable Research Practice; FFP = Falsification, Fabrication, Plagiarism
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Misconduct  versus error

• recent PNAS paper 
looked at 2047 
biomedical and life-
science research papers
•Found that 21.3% of 
retractions were 
attributed to error while 
67% could be attributed 
to misconduct 
(fraud/plagiarism/
Duplication)

Source:  Misconduct accounts for the majority of 
retracted scientific publications .  Fang, FC., Steen, RG., &  
Casadevall, A (2012) PNAS 
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2012/09/27/121224
7109

http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2012/09/27/1212247109
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“Plagiarism is the appropriation of another person’s ideas, 
processes, results, or words without giving appropriate 
credit, including those obtained through confidential 
review of others’  research proposals and manuscripts”

Federal Office of Science and Technology Policy, 1999

“Presenting the data or interpretations of others without 
crediting them, and thereby gaining for yourself the 
rewards earned by others, is theft, and it eliminates the 
motivation of working scientists to generate new data 
and interpretations”

Bruce Railsback, Professor, Department of Geology, University of Georgia

Publishing misconduct
- Plagiarism
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• Multiple submissions waste editor and reviewer time

• The editorial process of your manuscripts will be 
completely stopped if the duplicated submissions are 
discovered

• Competing journals constantly exchange information 
on suspicious papers

• DO NOT send your paper to a second journal until you 
receive the final decision from the first

- Multiple submission



Authorship issue –
anonymised example

•Journal x publishes a paper 

•Person Y happens to see his name on a paper that he has no 

knowledge of being involved in

•Emails Editor letting them know that they did not do any of the 

experiments mentioned in the paper

•Dean of school informed and investigation conducted

•Result: signatures on paper (‘I agree to be an author’) forged

No ethics approval or written consent secured/sought

Indication that some fabrication/falsification might have 

taken place

•Outcome: Retraction 8 months later



What does it mean to be an Author?

An “author” is generally considered to be someone who has 
made substantive intellectual contributions to a published study

Being an author comes with credit but also with responsibility: 
they are two sides of the same coin

Decisions about who will be an author and the order of authors 
should be made before starting to write up the project
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Increased fasting serum glucose concentration is associated with adverse knee 

structural changes in adults with no knee symptoms and diabetes.

Miranda L. Davies-Tuck, Yuanyuan Wang, Anita E. Wluka, Patricia A. Berry, 

Graham G. Giles, Dallas R. English, Flavia M. Cicuttini 

Maturitas - August 2012 (Vol. 72, Issue 4, Pages 373-378, DOI: 

10.1016/j.maturitas.2012.05.013)

• Drs. Cicuttini, Wluka, Giles and English were involved in study design and 

inception. 

• Dr. Davies-Tuck, Dr. Wang, Dr. Wluka, Dr. Berry, and Dr. Cicuttini were 

involved in subject recruitment, data collection, statistical analyses and 

interpretations. 

• All authors were involved in manuscript preparation and revision.

Contributor statement example
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Authorship Disputes

Must be resolved by Authors

Editors cannot adjudicate or act as judge

Delay publication: Editor has to get agreement 
from all Authors about any changes

After publication, can be published as a correction, 
but needs agreement from all Authors with 

justification
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Consequences

Source; 
http://www.ithenticate.com/research-
misconduct-infographic



•83 publishers
•25.5 million articles
•48157 journals, books, 
conference proceedings
•Papers are run through 
iThenticate which matches the 
document against the Crosscheck 
database and major data 
providers and the open web
•Get a report displaying degree of 
similarity to other documents and 
a link to the fulltext of the 
matching documents
•Cannot detect plagarism but can 
identify a manuscript of concern



Simple but Effective
• Choose the right journal

• Make sure your abstract is crystal-clear about what and why. 
Don’t assume people will understand.

• Spend quality time on your conclusions and references

• Don’t forget your keywords 

• Share your data and research

• Use easy to understand charts and 
professional illustrations to support your message.

• Use clear and correct manuscript language
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Thank you

For writing/submission tips and author services:

www.elsevier.com/authors

For online trainings and tutorials:

http://trainingdesk.elsevier.com

For reviewer information and guidelines:

www.elsevier.com/reviewers

http://www.elsevier.com/authors
http://trainingdesk.elsevier.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/reviewers

